Can the need for a physician as part of the pediatric transport team be predicted? A prospective study.
To evaluate the quality of objective information obtained during telephone requests for the transport of pediatric patients. To evaluate the ability of subjective judgment, the Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM) score, and the presence of tachycardia for age to predict the need for a physician on as a member of the pediatric transport team. Prospective data collection. The pediatric transport program of a children's hospital. All 129 infants and children transported over a 4-month period. We defined an objective measure of the need for a physician's presence during the transport of a pediatric patient, based on either the necessity for procedural or medical interventions during the time of transport or on direct admission to the pediatric ICU after transport. At the time of initial telephone contact, a physician's subjective opinion of the need for physician presence was recorded, a PRISM score was derived, and the presence of tachycardia (adjusted for age) was determined. Subsequently, the vital signs recorded on the record of this request were compared with those vital signs charted at the referring hospital at the time of the initial telephone request. A total of 96% of vital signs obtained during the initial telephone contact were consistent with those percentages in the referring hospital medical records. Fifty (39%) of 129 transported patients required procedural or medical interventions or pediatric ICU admission. Subjective judgments predicted physician need with a high sensitivity (0.98), but with a low specificity (0.18). PRISM score predicted 62 (48%) of 129 transports to be "physician-required" (sensitivity = 0.72; specificity = 0.67). There was no statistical association between tachycardia for age and the objective need for a physician's presence. Objective information obtained during request for transfer was reliable. At the time of request for transfer, subjective judgment, PRISM score, and the presence of tachycardia did not predict the need for a physician presence during transport.